1. In a recent paper [7] the author has disproved the conjectures that every plurisubharmonic function is a Hartogs function and that every plurisubharmonic function possesses a plurisubharmonic continuation into the envelope of holomorphy of its domain of definition. While the disproof of the first conjecture is rather elementary the disproof of the second conjecture in [7] involves more powerful means. Now H. Grauert observed in a discussion with the author that by using the same counterexample but passing from tube domains to Reinhardt circular domains the disproof of the continuation conjecture can be conducted in a more elementary way. We carry out this argument here. It furnishes at the same time also a disproof of the first conjecture.
2. The definitions of the Hartogs functions and the plurisubharmonic functions can be found in Bochner-Martin [3] , Lelong [9] , Hitotumatu [8] , and Bremermann [5] and mainly [7] [October also Bremermann [7] ). A consequence of this conjecture would be that every plurisubharmonic function possesses a plurisubharmonic continuation into the envelope of holomorphy of its domain of definition. (For the notion of "envelope of holomorphy" (Regularitätshülle) see Behnke-Thullen [l ] . A plurisubharmonic continuation is a function that coincides with the given function in its domain of definition and that is still plurisubharmonic in the larger domain. Analogously we speak of "Hartogs continuations."
These continuations are in general, if they exist, not unique.) Further references to the problem of the conjectures are contained in Bremermann [7] , there also the following lemma has been proved: and the function F*(wi, w2) = F(log |Wi\, log \w2\), where V is the function defined above. V* depends only upon the moduli |toi| and I w2\. We shall show that V* is a plurisubharmonic function in R. We consider the tube domain Tb= {(zi, zs)\ ixi, xii EB A |yi| < » A | y» I < °°}.
where the real part of z¡ is x, and the imaginary part y¡. We continue F(xi, x2) from B into the tube domain by defining F(zi, z2) = F(xi, x2).
A function W defined in a tube domain that does not depend upon the imaginary parts of the variables is plurisubharmonic if and only if its restriction to the base B is convex. This follows from the fact that the Hermitian form 2 d2W
* d2W
is positive semi-definite if and only if the quadratic form * d2W
tvOCutl/A/-is positive semi-definite as one immediately computes (Bremermann [6] .) Therefore F(zi, z2) is plurisubharmonic in the tube domain TB. The transformation Wi = exp %, w2 = exp 02 maps TB onto R. The mapping is not one-to-one in the large, but it is locally one-to-one and pseudo-conformal. Now a function is plurisubharmonic in a domain if it is plurisubharmonic in the neighborhood of each point. The property to be plurisubharmonic is invariant with respect to one-toone pseudo-conformal transformations. Therefore F*(tt>i, Wi) -F(log Wi, log Wi) -F(log I wi \ , log | w21 )
is plurisubharmonic in R. 
